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Software firewalls
� Definition (loose):

- An implementation as software that 
can be run on a personal computer to 
offer basic defense from outside (and 
inside) attacks



Software firewalls (cont)
How does it differ from hardware 
firewalls?

� Based on application level 
differentation
- Differentiation between traffic sent 
by different programs (vs packet per 
packet filtering) 



Software firewalls (cont)

� Easier to set up?
� More difficult in use? (annoying pop 

up messages)
� Running on end-user machine

- memory consumption



Software firewalls (cont)
� A software firewall does NOT replace 

the need for anti-virus software (or 
vice versa)

� What happens when a software 
firewall crashes?
- Usually just lets all the traffic 
through



Software firewalls (cont)

� So, when should you use a software 
firewall instead of hardware fw?
- Only one (or few) end user(s)

� To get the safest result use both sw
and hw firewall!



Let’s examine some common 
commercial software firewalls

There are though some freeware 
software available that do the 

same job…



Norton Personal Firewall 2003

� List price $49.95
� Part of Symantec's Norton Internet 

Security 2003 
� Intrusion detection

- can e.g. detect and block port scans
� Automatic program control 

- determines which programs can 
safely connect to the Internet



Norton Personal Firewall 2003
(cont)
� Alert Assistant

- provides detailed information to help 
you choose the best course of action

� Live update
� Easy to use but still powerful





McAfee Firewall 4.0
� List price $39.95 
� Not the same as McAfee Personal 

Firewall Plus 4.1
� Enhanced Hacker Tracing
� Application Scan
� Firewall Settings Security Check
� Intrusion Detection System 



McAfee Firewall 4.0 (cont)

� Password protection





Sygate Personal Firewall PRO 
5.0
� List price $39.95
� Intrusion detection
� Anti-IP & Anti-MAC Spoofing
� Component Integrity

- Fingerprint (MD5 checksum)
- Application DLL Authentication 



Sygate Personal Firewall PRO 
5.0 (cont)
� Firewall Termination Prevention 





Tiny Personal Firewall 3.0

� List price $39
� A lot of flexibility in making rules

-> not so easy to use
� Intrusion Detection (rules from 

SNORT.ORG)
� Learning mode
� Windows Security



Tiny Personal Firewall 3.0
(cont)
� Block or admit traffic on specific ports 

at specific times of day
� File Access Guard





ZoneAlarm Pro 3.1

� List price $49.95
� The regular version of ZoneAlarm is 

available free to individuals and
nonprofit organizations

� Simple and easy to use



ZoneAlarm Pro 3.1 (cont)

� Automatic Intrusion Blocking 
� Hacker Tracking 
� Pop-up Ad Control + cookie control
� Automatic Network Detection 
� Advanced MailSafe e-mail attachment 

protection 
� Stealth Mode to make your PC invisible 

on the Internet





Source: http://common.ziffdavisinternet.com/download/0/1715/softwarefirewalls.pdf



That’s all folks!

Any questions?
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